Structural organization of nicotinic acetylcholine receptors.
Nicotinic acetylcholine receptor of the electric ray Torpedo is the most comprehensively characterized neurotransmitter receptor. It consists of five subunits (alpha2beta gammadelta) amino acid sequences of which were determined by cDNA cloning and sequencing. The shape and size of the receptor were determined by electron cryomicroscopy. It has two agonist/competitive antagonist binding sites which are located between subunits near the membrane surface. The receptor ion channel is formed by five transmembrane helices (M2) of all five subunits. The position of the binding site for noncompetitive ion channel blockers was found by photoaffinity labelling and site-directed mutagenesis. The intrinsic feature of the receptor structure is the position of the agonist/competitive antagonist binding sites in close vicinity to the ion channel spanning the bilayer membrane. This peculiarity may substantially enhance allosteric transitions transforming the ligand binding into the channel opening and physiological response. Muscle nicotinic acetylcholine receptors from birds and mammals are also pentaoligomers consisting of four different subunits (alpha2beta gammadelta or alpha2beta epsilondelta) with high homology to the Torpedo receptor. Apparently, the pentaoligomeric structure is the main feature of all nicotinic, both muscle and neuronal, receptors. However, the neuronal receptors are formed only by two subunit types (alpha and beta) or are even pentahomomers (alpha7 neuronal receptors). All nicotinic receptors are ligand-gated ion channel, the properties of the channels being essentially determined by amino acid residues forming M2 transmembrane fragments.